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Blog: Songwriter Laura Otero’s ‘From Noche To
Night’ Serenades
Posted by Thomas McGregor | On 19 December,2015 | In Blog, Jazz

You’re walking in the hot sun looking to cool off and you spot a mirage in
the distance of a young woman. She is calling to you, singing to you, and

asking you to follow her to nourishment. You trust you the music you hear and
follow her, just to find out that this siren is no mirage but a real stunning beauty;
her song nourishing your thirsty soul. After drinking from the well of her music,
you rest in the shade of her songwriting. She relaxes you. You become
comfortable, drifting into the world she paints with her words. You drift on clouds
laden with melody and harmony, the rhythm carrying you from cloud to distant
star as you move with her “From Noche to Night” Her name, you never ask but,
she tells you it’s Laura and, she brings her band and lyrics to you in a way that
will keep you wanting more. The seductive nature of her songs entrances you in
such a way that you forget who you are. When you ask if she wrote all these
songs, she hushes you and whispers, “yes.” You are mesmerized by the
melodic simplicities and instrumental complexities. For each song speaks
directly to your heart and propels your foot to tap it’s bigger toe lightly on the
warm sand. You find yourself swaying to the rhythms, in unison with the near-by
summer trees. The heat, although warm and close, seems to only intensify the
music Laura sings to you. You think to yourself that you must have this music
with you all the time. Every time you’re thirsty you want to  know you can rely on
Laura’s music for nourishment. So you take a copy of her recording and hold it
close. For you know that you will cherish the moment you acquired such
treasure. After arriving home from your interesting trip, you pop the CD into the
player to have a listen. Instantly, you are taken back to that time in the clouds,
stars, and under the trees with Laura, her band of merry musicians, and her
music. The violin carries you back to that nourishing place where you feel as
though you must move to the rhythm and soul that each note commands. The
guitar, accordion, cello and harmony vocals come together to create a
symphony of soul. The bass, matching your heart beat every time it pulses. You
have found it: The music that will keep your thirsty soul and hungry heart,
completely satisfied.
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Click here to listen to Laura Otero’s newest album From Noche To Night
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